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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries I mark.

1. Define supremum ofa sel.

2. What do you meant by neighbourhood of sel?

3. Write an example for a countable set.

4. Find the limit of a sequence (a,), where ," =(lLJi )

[{n )
5. Oefine monotone sequence.

6. Define convergence of a sequence.

7. Define sample space.

8. Statemultiplicationtheoremoiprobability.

9. Define probability mass function.

10. Wrile an example for a continuous random variable.
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SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. OeUne open set. Wrlle an example for open set.

12. When do you say that a set is bounded? Write an example for bounded set.

13. Prove that the set of all rational numbers is countable.

14. Define Cauchy sequence.

1s. show that the sequence (a,) where ,^ =( !;'! ' t-) 
"onu"rg". 

to l.
\2r' ,5n +7 t " 2

'16. De{ine root test.

17. Deflne oscillating sequence. Write an example.

18. Vvhat is the use of Raabes test?

19 Examine vJhether the series L; , ,l- convergent or not.
-,' 'n. log n

20 Defineconditionalprobability.

2'1. civen P(A) = 0.30, P(B) = 0.78 and P(A n 8) = 0.16. Compute e\e" n a")
/ -\and P(A 

^ 
8"./.

22. lf A and B are two independent events then prove that Ac and B" are
independent.

23. lf the probability mass function of a ranCom variable X is

f(x) = x t 6, x = 1, 2, 3,find P(X > 2\.

24. Define distribution function. WIite any two properties o, distribution function.

25. Derlne marginal density functron.

26. What is meant by mutual independence of events?

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Prove that the union of an arbitrary family of open set is open.

28. Show that
(a) every linite set is bounded

(b) every subset of bounded sel is bounded.

29. Examine the convergence of lhe sequence {S, } where

.- 1- 1- -1.-"n - n-1 n-2 n-n
30. Using Cauchy's first theorem on limits prove that

[r1'rrrm , -- | l-t
" ,*l,,ln, ,t 

^lnz t z .ln, n nl
31. Prove ihat every absoiutely convergenl series is convergenl.

32 Describe Cauchy's condensation test.

33. Write the mathematical and axiomalic definitions of probability.

34. State and prove addition theorem of probability for two events.

35. Prove that pairwise independence does nol imply mutual independence.

36. lf X is a random variable with probability densiiy function
(1

t(x ) = ]r' 
0 < x < 2 

find the distribution function of X.

10, othelwise

37. x is a random variable w h probability density function t(4 = l3x2e " 'x ' o

[0, otherwlse

and Y = X3 . Derive the probability density function of Y.

38. Joint probability density function of a bivariate random variable (X Y) is given by

r(r.r\ - ["(r' * y') o' x < 2,1 </' 4. 
Determinec.

[0, otheruise

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. State and prove Bolzano Weierstrass theorem.

40. Establish Leibnitz test.

41. Let {a,)and {ba}be two sequences with limits a and b respectively. Prove that

(a) sequence {a, - br} converges to a + b

(b) sequence {a,b,} converges to ab and

r- l
(c) sequence l%l"onr"rqo, to 9 if b * 0 and 0" * O tot all n.' lb,l - b

42. State and prove ratio test.

43. (a) State and prove Baye's theorem.

(b) 600/0 of the students in a class are males and remaining are females. 50%
of the male students and 80% of the female students are football lovers. lf
the elected class representative is football lover, find the probability that the
representative is a female.

44. Joint probability density function of a bivariate random variable (X Y) is given by
fqG +v\I \---a' 1<x<,a.0<v<1

f(x)= i 5x3 ' . Examine the independence of X and Y

[0, otherwise

and compute P(0 . Y. o.slx = 2).

(2 x t5 = 30 Marks)
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